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the glyph of mana is a key restore glyph that can restore your mana to you over time, allowing you to
cast longer and more often. mana needs to be restored to regain any or all of your lost mana. this glyph is

used for both leveling and raiding. the ability to customize your starting item with the stock market is
exclusive to zygor elite members. we also add a +- 25% discount on each item, making it more cost

effective for those looking to make a profit. there is a chance your character will perish. zygor has made
saving your character's fortune it's top priority, so it plans ahead and sends a team of dedicated

developers to secure only the best items possible. their teams are experts in getting the best items on
your server, have high stamina and earn a 50% tip on all money items sold to make their best available

time valuable. each team of service providers is independent so there is no prior knowledge of your
characters fate. q: hello! my name is _. i would like to be an elite guild leader. i have been ranked #1 in
my server and my membership doesn't expire! i have completed the guide correctly. i request zygor to

give me privileges of a zygor elite member!a: zygor will only grant your request if your guild leader is also
a zygor elite member. if this is the case, you will be given access to zygor's community forum and zygor's
discord channels, etc. q: how long does my zygor elite membership last?a: the length of your membership
depends on when you purchase your zygor elite membership. the options are 10 months, 1 year, 2 years
and permanent. your options are determined by the time zone in which you purchase your membership.
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the guide itself is actually in-game, so its super easy to read and use, and gives info about new things like
the latest raid toons, but theres no in-game way to get stuff like that. i had a bit of trouble getting the
guide installed on my laptop though. i think its a pretty good idea though. you guys are good. theres a
few places that the guide does not cover the quests or quest components adequately. like buy a horse

section. took me forever to figure that out. the guide is awesome. i used it for leveling my mage, and it is
easy to read and understand. i would really like to see more of the guide take the time out to explain new

features rather than just the basics (how to pickup quest, how to turn in quest, etc). as well, the
descriptions to the quest really give some insight on how to level. i really like this addon and can't wait to
use it for everything. zygor elite subscribers have access to absolutely our best network performance and
customer service. we are the only service that has servers to our player population at all times of day and

night, 365 days a year. zygor elite members have access to exclusive in-game bonusessuch as a 100%
discount on all alt purchases, additional 15% discount on all item purchases, free standard and premium

upgrades, as well as a 15% bonus to your purchase points on all item purchases. zygor elite members
also have access to our exclusive discord server, zygor community forum, social media accounts including

twitter, instagram and facebook and exclusive zygor giveaways. zygor elite members have access to
zygor gold, our main store from which you can buy in-game items and upgrades. these are complemented
by our premium members store and our zygor elite members store, which offer all item upgradesin-game

for less than the price of a single upgrade. our main store is also complemented by our premium
members store, which is only for our premium members. 5ec8ef588b
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